
Redistribution and expropriation, it is clear that we have to deal with it on our own. If you want to stop the 
capitalist machine, this means: no social partnership with it, therefore no cooperation with the state and 
the economy! The way out of the crisis is not made by reforms, not small welfare-bits. Because these 
are thrown to us when we make demands. They are used by the oppressors and exploiters to renew 
their system and to take the wind out of the sail of revolutionary movements. Social Democracy and 
Green Capitalism go hand in hand and placed the world in a hopeless situation over the last centuries 
of capitalist rule.

The answer to all problems is within ourselves. Its only us who can build a social force capable of 
enforcing redistribution and expropriation. By organizing ourselves in our districts and by spreading and 
consistently defending practices such as occupying, theft, sabotage and strikes. But also by taking to 
the streets, interacting with other people from different life situations, supporting each other in our daily 
lives, making state institutions obsolete, radically advocating libertarian ideas, and generally propagating 
through actions and words all that can bring down the system. Let’s fight to gain back control over our 
homes, our neighborhoods and our cities. Let’s burn down police stations and government palaces. Let 
us expropriate corporations and either destroy or distribute the accumulated capital worldwide. Let us 
treat the steppes, forests, lakes, seas and rivers and their inhabitants as friends. Stop exploitation, stop 
any accumulation of capital!

Come to the anarchist bloc at the “Umverteilen” (Redistribute) demo. For us, a radical combative 
bloc is not characterized by dress codes or big mouths, but by initiative. Whether black or 
colorful, all forms of actions are welcome. Bring signs and banners that are easy to understand 
with radical statements. Come in a combative mood and ready to defend the demonstration 
against any possible attacks.

You will recognize the anarchist bloc by the high banner with the slogan:
“NICHT FORDERN – KÄMPFEN” - “ENTEIGNEN, STREIKEN, PLÜNDERN”

 12.11.2022  | 1pm Alexanderplatz

  “Umverteilen”-Demo

Out to the “anarchist bloc –

                          f
or social revolution”

derpreisistheiss.noblogs.org
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